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Certified Local Coastal Program, (For Public Hearing and Commission Action at
the August 11-13, 2010 meeting in San Luis Obispo).

SUMMARY OF LCP AMENDMENT REQUEST NO. 2-09
Request by the City of Huntington Beach to amend the Implementation Plan (IP) portion of the
Local Coastal Program (LCP) by amending Chapter 211 of the City’s Zoning and Subdivision
Ordinance by allowing religious assembly uses within the Visitor Commercial zoning district.
Proposed LCP Amendment request No. 2-09 was submitted for Commission action pursuant to
City Council Resolution No. 2009-72 (exhibit 1) and is reflected in Ordinance No. 3848 (exhibit 2).
The sole change proposed under this amendment request is the addition of “religious assembly” to
the list of allowable uses within the visitor serving zone designation. The use is proposed to be
allowable subject to approval of a conditional use permit by the Planning Commission. Approval
of a coastal development permit would also be required.
The issue raised by the amendment request is whether “religious assembly” use is an appropriate
use within the City’s Visitor Commercial district. Staff is recommending approval of the proposed
amendment as submitted for the reasons outlined in this staff report, including: that adequate
visitor serving areas will remain, especially within the specific plan areas, and that future
discretionary review would allow consideration of whether individual proposals would reduce the
amount of visitor serving uses or public access below acceptable levels. Local Coastal Program
Amendment 2-09 affects only the Implementation Plan portion of the certified LCP. No changes
are proposed to the Land Use Plan.
SUMMARY OF STAFF RECOMMENDATION
Staff is recommending that the Commission, after public hearing:
Approve the amendment request to the Implementation Plan as submitted.
The proposed amendment, as submitted, is in conformance with and adequate to carry out the
provisions of the certified Land Use Plan. The motion to accomplish this recommendation is
found on page 2.
STANDARD OF REVIEW
The standard of review for the proposed amendment to the LCP Implementation Plan is
conformance with and adequacy to carry out the provisions of the certified Huntington Beach Land
Use Plan.
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SUMMARY OF PUBLIC PARTICIPATION
Section 30503 of the Coastal Act requires public input in Local Coastal Program development. It
states: “During the preparation, approval, certification, and amendment of any local coastal
program, the public, as well as all affected governmental agencies, including special districts, shall
be provided maximum opportunities to participate. Prior to submission of a local coastal program
for approval, local governments shall hold a public hearing or hearings on that portion of the
program which has not been subjected to public hearings within four years of such submission.”
The Huntington Beach City Council held public hearings on the proposed amendment on
November 16, 2009 and December 7, 2009. The Huntington Beach Planning Commission held a
public hearing on the proposed amendment on October 27, 2009. There was one speaker at the
Planning Commission and at the City Council Hearings who spoke in support of the proposed
amendment. No written comments were submitted to any of the local hearings.
The City made all local staff reports related to this LCPA available for public review in the Planning
Department and the Huntington Beach Public Library. Public hearing notices were mailed to
property owners, occupants and interested parties. Notice of the public hearing was published in a
local newspaper of general circulation.
EXHIBITS
1.
2.
3.
4.

City Council Resolution No. 2009-72
Ordinance No. 3848
Zoning Map Showing Commercial Visitor Zoned Parcels
Letter from City; 4/8/10

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Copies of the staff report are available on the Commission’s website at www.coastal.ca.gov and at
the South Coast District office located in the ARCO Center Towers, 200 Oceangate, Suite 1000,
Long Beach, 90802. To obtain copies of the staff report by mail, or for additional information,
contact Meg Vaughn in the Long Beach office at (562) 590-5071. The City of Huntington Beach
contact for this LCPA is Rosemary Medel, Associate Planner, who can be contacted at (714) 5365271.

I.

STAFF RECOMMENDATION

Following a public hearing, staff recommends the Commission adopt the following resolution and
findings.
Approval of the IP Amendment as Submitted
MOTION:

I move that the Commission reject Implementation Plan Amendment No. 2-09
for the City of Huntington Beach as submitted.
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STAFF RECOMMENDATION:
Staff recommends a NO vote. Failure of this motion will result in certification of the Implementation
Plan as submitted and the adoption of the following resolution and findings. The motion passes
only by an affirmative vote of a majority of the Commissioners present.
RESOLUTION TO CERTIFY THE IMPLEMENTATION PLAN AS SUBMITTED:
The Commission hereby certifies the Implementation Plan Amendment 2-09 for the City of
Huntington Beach as submitted and adopts the findings set forth below on grounds that the
Implementation Plan amendment conforms with, and is adequate to carry out, the provisions of the
certified Land Use Plan. Certification of the Implementation Plan amendment complies with the
California Environmental Quality Act, because either 1) feasible mitigation measures and/or
alternatives have been incorporated to substantially lessen any significant adverse effects of the
Implementation Plan on the environment, or 2) there are no further feasible alternatives and
mitigation measures that would substantially lessen any significant adverse impacts on the
environment.

II.

FINDINGS

The following findings support the Commission's approval as submitted of the proposed LCP
Implementation Plan amendment. The Commission hereby finds and declares as follows:
A.

Amendment Description

The City of Huntington Beach has requested to amend the Implementation Plan (IP) portion of the
certified Local Coastal Program (LCP). The main document comprising the City’s certified
Implementation Plan is the City’s Zoning and Subdivision Ordinance (ZSO), but also includes a
number of specific plans. The proposed amendment is comprised of a single change to Chapter
211 (Commercial Districts) of the City’s Zoning and Subdivision Ordinance. The single change
would add “religious assembly” to the list of allowable uses within the Commercial Visitor zoning
district.
There are three areas within the City currently zoned Commercial Visitor: 1) the Peter’s Landing
site on Pacific Coast Highway, fronting on Huntington Harbour (generally located at 16400 Pacific
Coast Highway), 2) a site northwest of and adjacent to Peter’s Landing, extending northwest along
the inland side of Pacific Coast Highway to the City boundary (generally located from 16278 to
15922 Pacific Coast Highway). The northernmost point of this area includes frontage on
Huntington Harbour; and, 3) a site at the southeast corner of the intersection of Pacific Coast
Highway and Beach Boulevard (see exhibit 3 for a map depicting these locations). Much of the
City’s visitor serving areas are zoned “specific plan” rather than visitor serving and the proposed
amendment would not change allowable land uses in these areas. These areas include the City’s
main visitor serving area just inland of Pacific Coast Highway, including Main Street, and the pier
area. This specific plan area also includes the downcoast areas developed with hotels such as
the Hyatt, Hilton, and others. This visitor serving area of the City’s coastal zone is contained
within the Downtown Specific Plan. Another specific plan with visitor serving potential includes the
Huntington Harbour Bay Club Specific Plan area which is located along Warner Avenue and fronts
on Huntington Harbour. Also the Palm/Goldenwest Specific Plan area, located along the inland
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side of Pacific Coast Highway between Seapoint Street and Goldenwest Street (inland to Palm
Avenue), promotes visitor serving uses (among others) at the time the area is developed (currently
it remains in oil production).
The proposed addition of “religious assembly” to the list of allowable uses within the Commercial
Visitor zone would directly effect the three sites currently zoned Commercial Visitor. Approval of
an LCP amendment to modify allowable uses would be required before a religious assembly use
could be established within any of the specific plan areas.
B.

Findings for Approval of Implementation Plan Amendment 2-09 as Submitted

The standard of review for amendments to the Implementation Plan (IP) of a certified Local
Coastal Program (LCP) is whether the Implementation Plan, as amended by the proposed
amendment, will be in conformance with and adequate to carry out the policies of the certified
Land Use Plan (LUP).
1) Land Use
Section 211.02 of the certified IP Zoning and Subdivision Ordinance (ZSO) states that the purpose
of the Commercial district is to implement the General Plan and Local Coastal Program commercial
land use designations. Specifically regarding the Commercial Visitor zone distict, Section 211.02
states:
The CV Visitor Commercial District implements the Visitor Serving Commercial land use
designation within the coastal zone and provides uses of specific benefit to coastal visitors.
More specifically, the CV district provides opportunities for visitor-oriented commercial
activities, including specialty and beach related retail shops, restaurants, hotels, motels,
theaters, museums, and related services.
The CV zoning is intended to implement the certified Land Use Plan (LUP) land use designation
Commercial Visitor (CV). The CV land use designation allows uses such as “hotels/motels,
restaurants, recreation-related retail sales, cultural uses (e.g. museums) and similar uses oriented
to coastal and other visitors to the City.” Regarding CV uses the LUP further states: “Marine
related development such as marinas, retail marine sales, boat rentals, and boat storage which are
coastal dependent developments shall have priority over any other type of development (consistent
with resource Protection) on or near the shoreline.”
The City’s certified LUP contains the following policies1:
Upland areas necessary to support coastal recreational uses shall be reserved for such
uses, where feasible. [Policy C 3.1.3]
Ensure that new development and uses provide a variety of recreational facilities for a
range of income groups, including low cost facilities and activities. [Objective 3.2]

1

The LUP includes goals, objectives, and policies. Goals are described as general in nature and not necessarily
quantifiable. Objectives are described as measureable goals. Policies are described as a specific statement guiding
actions and implying clear commitment.
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Encourage, where feasible, facilities, programs and services that increase and enhance
public recreational opportunities in the Coastal Zone. [Policy C 3.2.1]
Lower cost visitor and recreational facilities shall be protected, encouraged, and, where
feasible, provided. On oceanfront, waterfront, or nearshore areas or lands designated for
visitor uses and recreational facilities, an assessment of the availability of lower cost visitor
uses shall be completed at the time of discretionary review and an in-lieu fee in an amount
necessary to off-set the lack of the preferred lower cost facilities in or near Huntington
Beach shall be imposed. [Policy C 3.2.2]
Encourage the provision of a variety of visitor-serving commercial establishments within the
Coastal Zone, including, but not limited to, shops, restaurants, hotels and motels, and day
spas. [Policy C 3.2.4]
Provide a variety of recreational and visitor commercial serving uses for a range of cost and
market preferences. [Goal C3]
The policies above implement Sections 30221, 30222 and 30223 of the Coastal Act2 that prioritize
use of waterfront sites and other suitable lands in the coastal zone for coastal recreation and visitor
serving commercial uses. Not all land within the coastal zone is zoned visitor serving commercial.
Non-visitor serving uses are allowed within the coastal zone. However, this underscores the
importance of promoting visitor uses over lesser priority uses at sites zoned Visitor Commercial.
Typically, land that is zoned visitor serving commercial is specifically identified for such use
because its location and situation especially lend itself to visitor uses. These locations may be
near the beach, on a busy visitor access corridor, or in an area known as a visitor destination.
Therefore, appropriate uses within such zones must be carefully considered.
The proposed amendment would add “religious assembly” to the list of allowable uses with the
Commercial Visitor zone. Generally, religious assembly uses are not considered priority visitor
serving uses. Certainly some visitors to the coastal zone will make use of a religious assembly
facility if it suits them. Unlike typical visitor serving uses like restaurants and hotels that draw
visitors because of their location in the coastal zone and/or facilitate visitation to the coast, a
religious assembly use would not typically draw or be a reason for people to visit the coastal zone
(unless the facility was some sort of landmark). In addition, religious assemblies are not normally
dependent on a coastal location. However, religious assembly uses would also not necessarily be
prohibited in a visitor-serving commercial zone, especially if there are ample visitor serving uses
already present in the area, and provisions are in place to prevent the displacement of priority uses
with non-priority uses.
In the case of the City of Huntington Beach, there is an adequate supply of areas that provide
visitor serving uses, particularly in the areas near the ocean beaches. The Downtown Specific
Plan area, for example, provides a great deal of visitor serving uses ranging from restaurants,
shops and hotels to the public pier and beach areas. The City’s downtown area is an excellent
location for visitor serving commercial uses because many visitors drawn to the beaches and pier
support the commercial area just inland across Pacific Coast Highway. The City’s downtown area
2

In certifying the City’s LUP update in June 2001 (LCPA 3-99) the Commission found that the LUP as updated and
with the modifications suggested, was consistent with and adequate to carry out Coastal Act Sections 30221, 30222 and
30223.
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is not zoned Commercial Visitor and thus won’t be affected by the proposed amendment. Rather,
its zoning is established in the Downtown Specific Plan which is part of the certified LCP
Implementation Plan. As discussed previously, other areas within the City’s coastal zone that are
suitable for the provision of visitor serving commercial uses are also zoned Specific Plan.
Moreover, as acknowledged by the City in a letter dated 4/8/10 (see exhibit 4), before “religious
assembly” uses could be added as an allowable use within specific plans, “the City would require a
formal amendment to a specific plan rather than allowing the religious assembly use by an informal
interpretation.” Thus, the underlying proposed IP amendment will not result in the addition of
“religious assembly” uses within the City’s visitor serving specific plan areas.
The standard of review for an amendment to a certified Implementation Plan is whether the
Implementation Plan, as amended by the proposed amendment, will be in conformance with and
adequate to carry out, the policies of the certified Land Use Plan (LUP). The certified LUP
identifies typical permitted uses within the Commercial Visitor land use designation as follows:
hotels/motels, restaurants, recreation-related retail sales, cultural uses (e.g. museums) and similar
uses oriented to coastal and other visitors to the City. Marine related development is also
identified as a typical permitted use within the Commercial Visitor land use designation. “Cultural”
is generally defined to mean a pattern of knowledge, belief, and behavior. Religious assembly
could be considered a “cultural use”. Thus, religious assembly would constitute a use that is
consistent with the uses allowed within the certified LUP’s commercial visitor land use designation,
though it is not a priority one.
The City staff report prepared for the proposed amendment, in analyzing land use issues that may
arise from the proposed addition of “religious assembly” as an allowable use within the CV district
states: “Staff believes that the inclusion of religious assembly would not result in any different land
use issues than other permitted assembly uses requiring a discretionary permit. Additionally, from
a land use perspective assembly uses are analyzed for sufficient parking and operational needs as
well as the impact of the use on surrounding properties. Therefore, because religious assembly is
subject to the same analysis and regulations as other assembly uses, would increase the diversity
of services available to residents and visitors, and would not necessarily conflict or impede public
access and public recreation in the Coastal Zone, staff can support the inclusion of this use in the
CV category.” Thus, religious assembly use is not proposed as a use allowed outright within the
CV zone. Religious assembly use would require approval of a conditional use permit by the City’s
Planning Commission, in addition to approval of a coastal development permit. The balance of
priority visitor uses versus non-priority uses within a particular area would be considered during this
discretionary review process.
It should be noted that for the sites zoned Commercial Visitor along Pacific Coast Highway in the
Huntington Harbour area, where a previous coastal development permit has been issued and a
proposed development project would affect the previously permitted development (e.g. constitutes
a change of use not included in the original approval), approval of an amendment to that permit or
a new coastal development permit would be required before the applicant could commence the
contemplated development.
The Commission finds that the proposed IP amendment, which would allow the addition of
“religious assembly” as an allowable use within the Commercial Visitor district, is adequate to
carry out the land use designation Commercial Visitor because (1) the CV land use designation
allows “cultural uses” and religious assembly constitutes a cultural use, albeit not a priority use
and (2) as noted above, there are other adequate visitor serving priority uses available in the
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Commercial Visitor zone and in other districts of the City. Further, the discretionary review
process provides a means to consider and temper proliferation of non-priority (such as religious
assembly) uses. Moreover, allowing the addition of “religious assembly” within the CV zone will
not supplant the preference for visitor serving uses within areas that are zoned specific plan, such
as but not limited to, the Downtown Specific Plan, the Palm/Goldenwest Specific Plan, and the
Huntington Harbour Specific Plan. Therefore, the Commission finds that the Implementation
Plan, as amended by the proposed amendment, will be in conformance with and adequate to
carry out, the land use policies of the certified Land Use Plan (LUP).
2) Public Access
The City’s certified LUP Goal C2 states:
Provide coastal resources access opportunities for the public where feasible and in
accordance with the California Coastal Act requirements.
In addition, LUP Objective C 2.5 states:
Maintain and enhance, where feasible, existing shoreline and coastal resource access
sites.
The Commercial Visitor zoned sites along Pacific Coast Highway in the Huntington Harbour area
are located between the sea (in this case, the waters of Huntington Harbour) and the first public
road (Pacific Coast Highway). The Peter’s Landing site fronts on the harbour. The second CV site
in the Huntington Harbour area, adjacent to and north of the Peter’s Landing site, has some water
frontage at its northern tip near the City boundary. The third Commercial Visitor site is located just
inland of the sandy ocean beach, at the southeast (inland) corner of Pacific Coast Highway and
Beach Boulevard.
As described above, adding “religious assembly” to the list of uses allowed in the Commercial
Visitor zone is consistent with the certified LUP because “religious assembly” constitutes a cultural
use. Whether such a use would have any adverse impacts on public access would be evaluated at
the time a coastal development permit is processed. As with other existing uses allowed within the
CV zone, impacts will depend upon the specific circumstances and details of the project itself, the
project’s location, and the particulars of each, individual case. For example, where it is determined
that adequate visitor serving uses are provided and would remain, it may be appropriate to allow a
lesser priority use such as religious assembly or banking (a use currently allowed within the CV
zone). Thus, the addition of “religious assembly” as an allowable use within the CV zone is not
inconsistent with the public access policies of the certified LUP.
LUP Policy C 2.4.1 states:
Maintain an adequate supply of parking that supports the present level of demand and
allows for the expected increase in private transportation use.
Parking can adversely impact public access when the parking demand within the coastal zone
exceeds the supply. Many beach and coastal zone visitors arrive from inland destinations via
automobile. If insufficient parking spaces are available, visitors may be deterred from coastal
visits. Thus, parking is an important consideration when assessing potential impacts a
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development may have on public access. All three of the sites currently zoned CV in the City are
located in areas, due to their proximity to the sea, where inadequate parking would adversely
impact public access. It should be noted that the provision of alternate forms of transportation
(bicycle lanes, bus routes, shuttle systems, etc.) are also encouraged in the coastal zone, but the
provision of adequate parking remains a necessity in assuring that public access is maximized.
The certified IP standards for all development within the CV zone require that the parking
requirements of Chapter 231 Off-Street Parking and Loading apply. No exception for the proposed
“religious assembly” use exists or is proposed. Thus, all uses, including the proposed “religious
assembly” use, will be required to meet the City’s standard parking requirements. In certifying
Chapter 231 in the past in conjunction with overall Implementation Plan certification, the
Commission found that the parking standards contained therein are adequate to provide sufficient
parking with new development. The addition of “religious assembly” as an allowable use within the
CV district will not create adverse impacts to public access due to parking deficiencies.
In addition, pursuant to Coastal Act section 30604(c), any coastal development permits for
proposed development located between the first public road and the sea must also comply with the
Coastal Act’s public access and recreation policies.
Therefore, the Commission finds that the Implementation Plan, as amended by the proposed
amendment, will be in conformance with and adequate to carry out, the public access policies of
the certified Land Use Plan (LUP).
C.

Peter’s Landing Permit History

Although the proposed amendment would apply to all the sites within the City’s coastal zone that
are zoned Commercial Visitor (but not specific plan areas), this amendment request is project
driven. A request to establish a religious assembly use within a vacant space at the Peter’s
Landing commercial site has generated this amendment request from the City.
The history of the Peter’s Landing site includes a number of past Commission actions. Following
is a list of those actions:
P-5-14-76-7871: Denied by the South Coast Regional Commission on July 23, 1976. Project was
for the construction of 294 condominiums and 23 single family dwellings with boat slips and a
commercial marina. Denial was based, in part, on the lack of public access and that it was not a
water dependent use and would have an adverse impact on the marine environment.
P-8-27-76-8742: Approved by the South Coast Regional Commission on October 18, 1976.
Project for the construction of a bulkhead, 244 condominium units, clubhouse, pool, three tennis
courts, commercial development, marina, 75 room hotel, three public parks including plaza,
natural area, and swimming beach, public pedestrian and bike ways, public facilities such as
restrooms, showers, fishing dock, harbour tour ferry and ten public boat slips. Six Special
conditions were imposed by the Commission, as follows:
1) Required the protection, maintenance and monitoring of two created natural intertidal
environments.
2) Required that the applicant agree to the conditions and specifications of the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service and the Regional Water Quality Control Board.
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3) Required that a transportation system and signage program (designed to encourage,
promote, and protect public use of the facilities) be implemented.
4) Required that the applicant submit a signed notarized statement agreeing to either heat the
pool system through a solar heating system or to have unheated swimming pools.
5) Required that the applicant dedicate to the City of Huntington Beach a 12,150 square foot
beach and for unrestricted public access and use of the proposed trails and boardwalks
around and through the project.
6) Required that the 75 room hotel be constructed prior to the issuance of occupancy permits
for the 12 multi-family residences.
P-12-17-76-9689: Approved by the South Coast Regional Commission on December 17, 1976.
Application by Broadmoor Homes to assign a portion of permit P-8-27-76-8742 to Broadmoor
Grimaud. Permit was for 244 condominiums, bulkhead, and other facilities. Special Conditions 2
through 5 of P-8-27-76-8742 remained in effect.
P-12-17-76-9690: Approved by the South Coast Regional Commission on December 17, 1976.
Application to assign a portion of the site covered by permit P-8-27-76-8742 from Broadmoor
Homes to Arthur Shapiro for further subdivision. Was for 22 single family residence and boat
slips. Special Conditions 2 through 5 remained in effect.
P-77-2393 and Amendment P-12-8-77-2393: Approved by the South Coast Regional
Commission on December 29, 1977. Amended Tract Map No. 9738 (which is a re-subdivision of a
portion of Tract map No. 6675) through a minor realignment of internal lot lines. This amendment
reiterated special conditions 2, 3, 4, and 5 of P-8-27-76-8742.
P-77-2392: Approved by the South Coast Regional Commission on March 13, 1978. Deleted
special condition number 4 of P-8-27-76-8742 which required a solar heating pool. Also approved
resubdivision of Tract No. 6675 into Tract Maps No. 9738 and 10004. This amendment reiterated
special conditions 2, 3, and 5 of P-8-27-76-8742.
P-79-6083: Approved by the South Coast Regional Commission on November 19, 1979.
Expansion of the public commercial marina and retail-office specialty center. Included 81 boat
slips and 20,000 gross square feet of retail, office, and restaurant use. Total commercial allowed
would be 127,132 square feet of retail, office, and restaurant; and 281 boat slips. Seventy-nine
(79) additional parking spaces for a total of 630 on-site parking spaces. The Commission imposed
one special condition for the submission of revised plans showing: a) either 16 additional on-site
spaces or a reduction in square footage; b) two public fishing piers, c) gangplank access to the
fishing piers, d) signage advising the public of the availability of the fishing piers, and e) that future
improvements require a coastal development permit.
Should a religious assembly use be proposed at Peter’s Landing in the future, approval of an
amendment to any applicable previously issued coastal development permits, or a new coastal
development permit would be required. The previous coastal development permits for the Peter’s
Landing development allowed residential, recreational, and commercial uses, but did not
contemplate religious assembly use at the site. Thus, an amendment may need to be processed
with the Coastal Commission. If it is determined that a new coastal development permit, rather
than an amendment to the previous coastal development permit is appropriate, the new coastal
development permit would be processed by the City and would be appealable to the Coastal
Commission. The applicant contemplating future establishment of a religious assembly use at
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Peter’s Landing should contact the Coastal Commission Executive Director for further review and
determination of the appropriate entity to process the coastal development permit.
IV.

CALIFORNIA ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY ACT

Section 21080.9 of the California Public Resources Code – and the California Environmental
Quality Act (CEQA) - exempts local governments from the requirement of preparing environmental
impact reports (EIRs), among other things, in connection with their activities and approvals
necessary for the preparation and adoption of local coastal programs (LCPs). The Commission’s
LCP review and approval program has been found by the Resources Agency to be functionally
equivalent to the EIR process. Thus, under Section 21080.5 of CEQA, the Commission is relieved
of the responsibility to prepare an EIR for each LCP. Nevertheless, the Commission is required, in
approving an LCP submittal, to find that the proposal does conform with the provisions of CEQA,
and to base any certification on a specific factual finding supporting the conclusion that the
proposal “meets the requirements of [CEQA] Section 21080.5(d)(2)(i) … , which requires that an
activity will not be approved or adopted as proposed if there are feasible alternatives or feasible
mitigation measures available which would substantially lessen any significant adverse impact
which the activity may have on the environment.” 14 C.C.R. Sections 13555(b), 13542(a), and
13540(f). The City of Huntington Beach LCP amendment 2-09 consists of an amendment to the
Implementation Plan (IP) only. The City has found the proposed addition of religious assembly
uses within the CV district to be categorically exempt under CEQA.
As outlined in this staff report, the proposed Implementation Plan amendment as submitted is not
expected to result in significant adverse impacts on the environment. Allowing religious assembly
uses within the Commercial Visitor zone would result in similar impacts as other allowable uses
within the zone. Any impacts that may arise could be addressed and avoided and/or mitigated at
the time a specific project is proposed through the required permitting process.
Section 15342(d) of the Commission’s regulations requires that “[a]ny final action taken by the
Commission either approving or rejecting the LCP implementation actions must include written
responses to significant environmental points raised during Commission review.” During the City’s
review process one person spoke in support of the proposed amendment. No other comments
were received.
For the reasons described above and throughout this staff report, the IP amendment is in
conformity with and adequate to carry out the policies of the certified LUP, including the land use
and public access policies. Therefore, the Commission finds that approval of the Implementation
Plan amendment as submitted will not result in significant adverse environmental impacts under
the meaning of CEQA. Therefore, the Commission certifies City of Huntington Beach LCP
amendment request 2-09 as submitted.
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